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General Disclosure

The Capital Observer, January 2018 (10th January)
Following a strong 2017, where we correctly identified the « V-shaped » correction in reflation trades (i.e. H1 2017 correction down on
Commodities, Benchmark Yields and cyclical equity themes, and then their re-acceleration up in H2 2017), we entered 2018 with the
view that « … the Cycle was transitioning towards the last stage of its Bull market  … the market performance in most part of 2017 was
typical of the asset performance and the state of investor sentiment just ahead of a last reflation stage, which we believe started to
unfold late last Summer and could continue over the next 6 to 9 months ... » (January Executive Summary, page 4)
That said, « … If the Fed follows through with its self-imposed regimen of three policy rate increases of 25 basis points for 2018, it may
just push the financial markets and the economy over the tipping point. The US dollar is the most important asset class to watch in
2018 ... » (January Executive Summary, page 4).

Our medium to longer term late cycle views for 2018 have proven very correct.
The Capital Observer, February 2018 (8th February)
Publishing in the immediate aftermath of Volmageddon, we remained constructive on equity markets : “ … Indeed, we expect the rise in
inflationary pressures and interest rates to moderate over the next few weeks. This in turn should help USD/JPY rebound, could create an
worthwhile intermediate top on EUR/USD, push Gold to retrace down, while putting a floor on equities … If we are correct, these last few
days would have provided a strong initial warning of what may potentially unfold, later in the year, with more magnitude ... » (February
Executive Summary, page 5)
« … We believe EM risk assets will likely be in a more precarious situation later in the year … Global monetary policy changes are usually
first reflected through the valuation of the US Dollar, so an EM watch is tantamount to a US dollar watch. And as we saw in several financial
cycles, the combination of rising global rates and stronger US Dollar had been toxic for EM currencies and equities ... » (February Executive
Summary, page 4)
« … the biggest potential political risk to the Eurozone is the Italian election on the 4th of March 2018 … the underlying economic
strength of the bloc (EuroZone) has so far superseded concerns around the prospective change in monetary policy outlook and the recent
gains in the euro. But how long will it last?… » (February Executive Summary, page 5)

Following Volmageddon, we remained constructive on risk assets, yet warned of the two of the main risks that then
materialized in 2018 : Emerging Markets and the Italian political crisis.
The Capital Observer, March 2018 (8th March)
Early March, we confirmed our view that the US Dollar was reversing up : « … the greenback’s trough may have been made during early
February this year -- a USD bottoming process (and EUR peak distribution dynamic) may be going on... Should political developments
disappoint in Italy, the EUR bulls could start heading for the exit. That would invigorate a bid for US dollars which is slowly firming and
gaining momentum, as fundamentals (which are mainly USD-bullish longer term) slowly reassert...» (March Executive Summary, page 4)
We also expected Equities to extend higher one last time from April into mid year / perhaps the Summer : « ... We would hence probably
expect a further period of downside retesting on equity markets, which could start between now and mid March and last until early,
perhaps late April … More generally, equity markets could be approaching the end of their 9 years “Bull” market. We expect them to
extend higher one last time from mid Q2 into mid-year, perhaps the Summer … » (March Executive Summary, page 4)
We finally warned on the Corporate Bond market : « ... Investment Grade does not address the two main risks in this late cycle
environment. High Yield will protect you against short term inflationary pressures, Treasuries will protect you against the deflationary bust
that may follow. Investment Grade addresses neither. It’s like a siting Duck caught cross current between inflationary and deflationary
pressure » (March Executive Summary, page 5)

We reconfirmed our Bullish view on the US Dollar and remained constructive on equity markets, probably into the Summer.
The Capital Observer, April 2018 (12th April)
We forecast that the positive influence of Central Banks liquidity would die out during Q3: « … the most reliable correlations (relatively
speaking) can be found between the causality from monetary flows (changes in systemic liquidity) to the changes in asset prices. … The
rate of inflows still looks positive but is slowing down, and will probably reach a keel-over point with regards to their impact on asset
prices, by Q3 this year. » (April Executive Summary, page 4)
« … Commodities are still showing strong momentum for now. They could outperform both Bonds and Equities possibly until mid year,
perhaps even mid Summer, before they also start reversing down towards year-end...» (April Executive Summary, page 4)
« Both in the US and in Europe, our longer term relative graphs would suggest that the Energy Sector could be outperforming its
benchmark indexes towards mid year ... » (April Executive Summary, page 5)

We expected Commodities to remain strong at least towards mid year, perhaps mid Summer, and forecast that receding
Central Bank liquidity flows could start to impact risk asset prices negatively by Q3.
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The Capital Observer, May 2018 (11th May)
We were still very much constructive on Oil into the Summer :« … the Oil nexus continues higher, possibly until early, perhaps mid
Summer. By then, oil prices may have reached into the higher 80s USD/barrel, perhaps even higher. Following that, we would expect
this move to retrace, starting late Summer, probably throughout the Fall and until year-end ... » (May, Executive Summary, p4)
And expecting Equity markets to top out during the Summer : « The long term uptrend on Equities since 2009 seems to be approaching its
exhaustion. We expect it to top out sometime this Summer, and enter a period of correction to the downside, which could last between
12 and 18 months ... » (May, Executive Summary, page 4)
We also forecast the devaluation of th Chinese Yuan : « … we conclude that devaluing the CNY is not a secret weapon in the “trade wars”
-- China has to do it to kick-start a flagging economy. It is also an opportunity that is too juicy to ignore or waste … Any widespread
easing, for example to weaken the currency, would be considered a complete reversal of its current policy. That said, an aggravation
of the trade war with the US, may at some point, provide an excellent excuse to justify such a change of course. » (May, Executive
Summary, page 5)

Commodities, Equities and more generally risk assets should continue up into the Summer, when they could top-out and
enter a period of correction that could last 12 to 18 months. We also forecast the Yuan devaluation.
The Capital Observer, June 2018 (13th June)
We expected receding Central Bank liquidity flows from Q4 2018 : « … Although the Federal Reserve has stopped providing Monetary Base
liquidity via its balance sheet, the European Central Bank and the Bank of Japan are still providing global systemic liquidity and will likely do
so until late in the year. Nonetheless, we now also understand that this resource is winding down, and in fact, after a favourable uplift into
July and August, the flows start to die down, and that will have adverse results on the prices of financial assets going into Q4 2018 ... Take
advantage of the run up into Q3 when the tax exemptions are at their maximum. But do not overstay - take profits. It is not the time
for passive buy and hold strategies on risk assets anymore. » (June Executive Summary, page 4)
And remained Bullish on the US Dollar: « The sharp improvement in the domestic capital account since Q3 of 2016 will therefore likely
result in further rise of the US dollar during H1 this year and perhaps early Summer, a small decline from Q3 to Q4, and then we see
a rising US currency during the first half of 2019. That will likely hammer EM equities and other risk assets as well ... » (June Executive
Summary, page 4)
And warned on the European banking sector, which “ … does look particularly weak from this Summer into year-end, suggesting that a
new European Sovereign crisis may be just starting. » (June Executive Summary, page 5)

We continued to anticipate a last run-up in risk assets which should provide an ultimate take profit opportunity during the
Summer. We also reiterated our strong US Dollar view during this run-up period.
The Capital Observer, July 2018 (10th July)
Although we remain constructive, we were pointing to take profit opportunities on risk assets towards the end of the month: “ … an exit
strategy from risk asset and defensive strategy should now be prepared to be implemented over the next 2 months ... We urge readers
to take measures to minimize the impact of a sharp break in risk asset prices very soon … our view is that the S&P500, for example, could
soon enter into a period of correction to the downside, which may last between 12 and 18 months and possibly bring the index lower
by 20 to 35% … from late July, we would strongly suggest to opportunistically start reducing risk quite substantially on equity positions ...”
(July Executive Summary, page 4)
We also reiterated strong US Dollar views: “ … The US dollar is now winning the FX beauty contest … the US dollar’s continuing strength
is, and will be, coming from the steady improvement of the US Capital Account Balance. Continuing strength of the US Dollar during most
of 2018 will have repercussions to a lot of assets and asset classes … Over the next couple of weeks, we expect the US Dollar to resume
higher vs the Euro possibly until mid/late August (EUR/USD towards the 1.14 -1.10 range). This move will probably be concomitant
with a sharp correction in risk assets during August. Following that, the Euro and Asian Growth currencies could rebound vs the US
Dollar .. from early/ mid Q4, the US Dollar should resume its uptrend, possibly well into 2019 as the risk asset environment further
deteriorates and the US Dollar regains its Flight to Safety status …” (July Executive Summary, page 5)

We remained constructive on Equity markets towards late July, where we saw important take profit opportunities. We also
remained bullish on the US Dollar, first into mid/late August and then following a correction period, again from early/mid Q4
(our timing was very precise and correct).
The Capital Observer, August 2018 (7th August)
“Our long term graphs on the S&P500, on Defensive sectors vs the market, on Oil and on the US Dollar suggest that the reflationary
environment in place since early 2016 may be coming to an end and that we are probably on the verge of a defensive cross asset
shift. Indeed, Equity to Bond ratios are stretched and could be reversing down soon, while Credit has already started to deteriorate ... high
quality bond issuers now represent an interesting alternative to equities which we believe are at the end of an extended uptrend. Similarly,
defensive sectors could outperform over the next 3 to 5 quarters.” (August Executive Summary, page 4)
“... markets are ... increasingly focused on the US-China trade spat, and the fundamental strength of the U.S. dollar. The commodities
markets promise to be everything but quiet… A combination of falling systemic liquidity flows, a rising dollar, higher interest rates,
and fears of recessionary pressures caused by the trade issues, and diminishing demand (for crude oil) have created a potent bearish
cocktail for many global commodities prices.” (August Executive Summary, page 4)

Strong Defensive Cross Asset shift ahead and bearish cocktail for many global commodities prices. Time to take profit.
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The Capital Observer, September 2018 (13th September)
Flight to Safety accelerating:“ … since May, following a strong push up from late last year, the short term end of the US yield curve (3Y
minus 3M) has started to flatten. We believe this initially reflects increasing Flight to Safety to the US Treasury market ... Today, many risk
assets show a similar profile as the flattening US3Y minus 3M spread, and in particular European markets ... these, along with the
spread, could resume lower again, probably from late September at the latest and into November. US markets may then follow as their
uptrends now seem exhausted.” (September Executive Summary, page 4)
“ … On our long term Bi-Monthly and Weekly graphs, Oil has probably reached an important intermediate top. The correction to the
downside that follows should last at least into early next year, and potentially into the second half of 2019. The downside potential may be
as low as the mid/high 50s USD/barrel on Brent, and the low 50s on WTI … Shorter term, until end September / early October, Oil may
attempt a last upside retest ... October and November should then see both benchmarks move lower into mid/late November in first
instance.” (September Executive Summary, page 4)
A Chinese hard landing is an increasing probability: “ The sell-off in Chinese equity seems far from over … the Shanghai Composite could
continue to slide towards the 2’000 mark by early next year, and perhaps even lower, later on in 2019. All attempts to bounce during the
Summer were rapidly retraced, and we now expect that from late September at the latest, Chinese equity markets could accelerate
down again into November/ December … The Chinese equity sell-off is also impacting all related themes … We would hence avoid any
investment themes relating to China and Industrial metals over the next few months and probably the next few quarters, i.e. don’t try
to catch a falling knife.” (September Executive Summary, page 5)

Following our numerous calls for Take Profiting on risk assets during the Summer, a pristine and extremely precise issue in
terms of timing: stronger risk assets extend up once more into late September, while weaker ones bounce, and then, all risk
assets correct down into November.
The Capital Observer, October 2018 (11th October)
And going forward:
“ … Defensive sectors are starting to stabilize. We are watching them carefully as we currently see them breaking out to the upside vs the
market. We expect them to outperform probably towards Spring 2019 and beyond ...” (October Executive Summary, page 4)
“ … the Fed’s attempt to control “inflation to make growth sustainable” in each and every one of the tightening cycles since World War
II has resulted in recession. They always over-tighten. Always. There is no reason to believe that it will be different this time around.”
(October Executive Summary, page 4)
“ … Flight to Safety flows towards Treasuries and higher corporate rated issues, (should) put a cap to the upside on benchmark bond
yields and gradually lead them to reverse down.” (October Executive Summary, page 4)
“ … for now, we are calling for strong caution on equity markets into late October at least, and then probably into mid/late November.
We will then reconsider, although our analysis suggests that the 2016-2018 equity bull market may have just ended.” (October Executive
Summary, page 5)

The Capital Observer editors team, London / Geneva, November 1st 2018
to view our live track record on key market instruments, visit our website at: http://www.thecapitalobserver.com
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General Disclosure
This document or the information contained in does not constitute, an offer, or a solicitation, or a recommendation to purchase or
sell any investment instruments, to effect any transactions, or to conclude any legal act of any kind whatsoever. The information
contained in this document is issued for information only. An offer can be made only by the approved offering documentation,
especially the prospectus of the Fund mentioned herein. The prospectus may only be distributed in accordance with the laws
and regulations of each appropriate jurisdiction in which any potential investor resides. The investments described herein are not
publicly distributed.
This document is confidential and submitted to selected recipients only. It may not be reproduced or passed to non-qualifying
persons or to a non professional audience.

This document is only made available to professional clients and eligible counterparties as defined by the Financial Conduct
Authority. The services of Diapason may be restricted in some jurisdictions to persons who are professional clients and institutional
investors. In such case, they are not available to retail clients and are not subject to the same protections afforded to retail clients.
To the extent that this message concerns such products and services, then this message is communicated only to and/or directed
only at professional clients and institutional investors and the information in this message about such services should not be relied
on by any other person. For distribution purposes in the USA, this document is only intended for persons who can be defined as
“Major Institutional Investors” under U.S. regulations. Any U.S. person receiving this report and wishing to effect a transaction
in any security discussed herein, must do so through a U.S. registered broker dealer. The investment described herein carries
substantial risks and potential investors should have the requisite knowledge and experience to assess the characteristics and
risks associated therewith. Accordingly, they are deemed to understand and accept the terms, conditions and risks associated
therewith and are deemed to act for their own account, to have made their own independent decision and to declare that such
transaction is appropriate or proper for them, based upon their own judgment and upon advice from such advisers as they have
deemed necessary and which they are urged to consult. Diapason disclaims all liability to any party for all expenses, lost profits
or indirect, punitive, special or consequential damages or losses, which may be incurred as a result of the information being
inaccurate or incomplete in any way, and for any reason. Diapason, its directors, officers and employees may have or have had
interests or long or short positions in financial products discussed herein, and may at any time make purchases and/or sales as
principal or agent. Certain statements in this presentation constitute “forward-looking statements”. These statements contain the
words “anticipate”, “believe”, “intend”, “estimate”, “expect” and words of similar meaning. Such forward-looking statements are
subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and assumptions that may cause actual results to differ materially from the
ones expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. These risks, uncertainties and assumptions include, among other
factors, changing business or other market conditions and the prospects for growth. These and other factors could adversely
affect the outcome and financial effects of the plans and events described herein. Consequently, any prediction of gains is to
be considered with an equally prominent risk of loss. Moreover, past performance is not a guide to future performance and
investment may result in loss of capital. As a result, you are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward-looking
statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of this presentation. Diapason expressly disclaims any
obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statements contained herein to reflect
any change in Diapason’s expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any
such statement is based. The information and opinions contained in this document are provided as at the date of the presentation
and are subject to change without notice.

Electronic Communication (E-mail)
In the case that this document is sent by E-mail, the E-mail is considered as being confidential and may also be legally privileged.
If you are not the addressee you may not copy, forward, disclose or use any part of it. If you have received this message in error,
please delete it and all copies from your system and notify the sender immediately by return E-mail. The sender does not accept
liability for any errors, omissions, delays in receipt, damage to your system, viruses, interruptions or interferences.
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Copyright

© Diapason Commodities and Currencies (DC&C) / Diapason Commodities Management UK LLP (“Diapason UK”)
Any disclosure, copy, reproduction by any means, distribution or other action in reliance on the contents of this document without
the prior written consent of Diapason is strictly prohibited and could lead to legal action.

MANAGEMENT JOINT TRUST SA
Disclaimer, No warranty, Copyright
Management Joint Trust SA is an editor of on-line financial graphics platforms as well as an independent research company. The
information and graphics in this publication represent the opinion of Management Joint Trust SA and are not intended to be a
forecast of future events and this is no guarantee of any future result. Nobody can predict the future and thus fluctuations of
market prices (including market crashes). Past trends are not necessarily signs of future trends. Management Joint Trust SA warns
you of the risks involved with any financial transactions (for example on stocks, bonds, raw materials). Derivatives or foreign
exchange trades entail even greater risks. You need to be aware that chances of winning are in no way guaranteed and potential
of losses may be very significant. As a reader of this publication or a user of our websites, you must take into consideration, as
you select investments, of this uncertainty. This publication or any information provided through Management Joint Trust SA’ s
websites do not constitute a solicitation or offer, or recommendation to acquire or dispose of any investment or to engage in any
other transaction. Any reference to a transaction, trade, position, holding, security, market, or level is purely meant to educate
readers about our methodology as well as possible risks and opportunities in the marketplace and are not meant to imply that any
person or entity should take any action whatsoever without first evaluating such action(s) in light of their own situation either on
their own or through a professional advisor. To establish its statistical analysis, Management Joint Trust SA relies on data provided
by first class outside providers; however, Management Joint Trust SA does not guarantee you the permanence of such supply, nor
its content. More generally, Management Joint Trust SA, their members, shareholders, employees, agents, representatives and
resellers or partners do not warrant the completeness, accuracy or timeliness of the information supplied in this publication or
on its websites, and they shall not be liable for any loss or damages, consequential or otherwise, which may arise from the use
or reliance of the any information or content in this publication or available on the Management Joint Trust SA’s websites. Hence,
neither you can nor may hold for certain analysis and interpretations provided in this publication or by our websites. Any financial
transaction you may instruct is at your own risks. You can not claim nor obtain from Management Joint Trust SA compensation
or indemnification for your damages (for example, incidental or consequential damages, losses, unrealised gains, liabilities,
Management Joint Trust SA’s service fee). If a person or entity does not believe they are qualified to make such decisions, they
should seek professional advice. The prices listed are for reference only and are in no way intended to represent an actual trade.
This information is not a substitute for professional advice of any nature, including tax, legal, and financial. While we believe the
information contained herein to be accurate, all numbers should be verified by the reader through independent sources. Again,
trading securities, options, futures, or any other security involves risk and can result in the immediate and substantial loss of the
capital invested and every reader/recipient is responsible for his or her own investment decisions. The employees, officers, family,
and associates of Management Joint Trust SA may from time to time have positions in the securities or commodities covered in
its publications or on its websites. Corporate policies are in effect that attempt to avoid potential conflicts of interest and resolve
conflicts of interest that do arise in a timely fashion. MJT is the owner of all its brands and websites (especially www.mjt.ch, www.
mjtsa.com or any related websites). These are protected by intellectual property rights, among other copyright, trademark and
competition rights. As reader of this publication or a user Management Joint Trust SA’s websites, you acquire no rights on the
various softwares, services, and information made available by Management Joint Trust SA. In particular, you do not acquire
ownership rights. You undertake especially not to: a) Copy, save, reproduce, publish, post, transfer, transmit, exploit or distribute
in any way data or components produced or any information or content made available by Management Joint Trust SA (including
but not limited to its publications, its software, Internet pages and graphic displays); b) Mention or use in any non-purely private
way the name Management Joint Trust SA or any of its trademarks, its or their logos, its or their texts and graphic displays; c)
Interfere with or modify data or components published or edited by Management Joint Trust SA (including but not limited to its
publications, software, Internet pages and graphic displays); d) Use Management Joint Trust SA in a way not consistent with its
natural purpose; e) Access Management Joint Trust SA in an illegal way or without having filled the requested questionnaires,
accepted these Terms and Conditions paid the requested fees. These Copyright and Trademark provisions mentioned above do
not limit your right to print on paper, for your personal/private use only, pages of this publication or any other content produced
by Management Joint Trust SA that you are interested in. Professional use of the printed pages is however strictly forbidden.
Similarly you are forbidden to resell these pages. If you want to use any content produced and edited by Management Joint Trust
SA not for your personal/private use, you must obtain in advance from Management Joint Trust SA a written authorization by
writing to:
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Diapason Commodities and Currencies
20 North Audley Street
London, W1k 6WE
UK
+44 207 290 2260

Management Joint Trust S.A.
Rue de Hesse 1
P.O.Box 5337
1211 Geneva 11
Switzerland
+41 22 328 93 33
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